
BEFORE THE COMMISSIONER OF

POLITICAL PRACTICES OF THE STATE OF MONTANA

McCulloch v. Stanford and
Dartmouth I Decision Findins Sufficient Facts to

I Demonstrate a Violation of Montana's
No. COPP 2or4-CFP-o46 | eelsp4lc4.Praelisrlaryc

On October 24,2OI4, Linda McCullochl, a resident of Helena,

Montana filed a complaint against Stanford Universit5r and Dartmouth

College alleging that a certain document (see Flyer attached to this

Decision) violated Montana campaign practice laws.

INTRODUCTION

The Stanford/ Dartmouth Flyer started to show up in the mailboxes

of Montanans on October 22,2OI4. Informal complaints by Montanans

to the COPP about the Flyer started immediately.2 On October 24 a

formal complaint was lodged with the CoPP by Ms. McCulloch (see

t The complaint was filed by Linda McCulloch, individually. Ms. McCulloch is the
elected Secretary of the State of Montana.
2 The Flyer was explained by the Institutions as the field implementation of an academic
research project by Standard/ Dartmouth professors. That is not how the Montanans
complaining to the COPP saw the F1yer. They saw the flyer as wrongfully appropriating
use of the Great Seal of the State of Montana and wrongfully campaigning without
reporting or disclosure.
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above). An initial and partial Decision vvas issued by this Office on

October 29,2014 and is incorporated by reference into this Final

Decision. The initial Decision recognized and incorporated a certain pre-

election letter of apologz issued to Montanans and signed by the

Presidents of Dartmouth College and Stanford University on or about

October 28, 2014.3 A copy of the letter of apologr is attached to this

Decision.a

This Decision Addresses Campaign Practices

The Commissioner's initial Decision retained for investigation and Deciston

the entire range of issues raised by and related to (see $ 13-37- 1 1 1 MCA) the

Complaint filed in this Matter. With this platform for the final Decision,

Dartmouth Co11ege, Stanford University, the project researchers and the COPP

engaged in review as described below:

Dartmouth College: Robert Donin is general counsel for
Dartmouth College and his office is located at the College campus
in Hanover, New Hampshire. Mr. Donin requested an outside
investigation of Dartmouth's activities by the Hanover office of the
law firm of Sheehan, Phinney, Bass and Green' The SPhBG firm,
under the signature of Sean Gorman, provided a 9 page report of
its investigation, along with 10 pages of response to interrogatory
style questions sent by the COPP to Stanford and Dartmouth. The
SPhBG response was accompanied by 36 pages of documents. The
SPhBG response was dated December 18,2OI4 and a copy was
provided to the COPP that same day under a cover letter from Mr.
Donin.

3 The Commissioner takes administrative notice, based on reports from Montana
citizens, that the follow-up apolory letter arrived in the mailboxes of Montana voters
prior to the November 4, 2Ql4 date of the general election.
I The pre-election letter of apologz was printed and mailed first class to Montana voters
at a cost of $51,343. (Stanford Response, P. 2) Stanford University handted the entire
mailine and undenvrote the entire cost of the mailing.
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Stanford Universitv: Stanford University engaged the services of
Califomia attorney Frederick lowell and Montana attorney G.
Steven Brown. Mr. Lowell is a partner in the firm of Pillsbury,
Winthrop, Shaw and Pittman located in San Francisco, California.
G. Steven Brown is in sole practice as an attorney in Helena,
Montana. The Stanford response consisted of a 10 page memo to
the Commissioner, co-signed by attorneys Lowell and Brown. In
addition Stanford responded separately to 27 interrogatory style
questions sent by the COPP to Stanford and Dartmouth. Finally,
Stanford included 21 pages of exhibits with its response.

Proiect Researchers: The three researchers involved in the Fiyer
project were Professors: Kyle Dropp (Dartmouth); Jonathan
Rodden (Stanford) and Adam Bonica (Stanford). The Dartmouth
SPhBG investigation included a personal interview with Professor
Dropp and telephone interviews with Professors Bonica and
Rodden. Stanford's response includes information that could have
only come from a similar interview process with the three project
researchers.

The COPP: The COPP initially posed 27 questions to Stanford and
Dartmouth. The Stanford and Dartmouth responses were
designed to answer these questions. In addition, the COPP
engaged the services of Montana political science professor Jeremy
Johnson Ph.D.s Professor Johnson provided a six page report to
the COPP (a copy of the Johnson report accompanies this Decision)
discussing issues related to the manner in which Institutional
Review Board oversight was or was not engaged in regard to the
research activity involved in this Matter.

The COPP will accompany release of this Decision to the parties in this Matter

with a request that all privacy interests, if any, in the above identified documents

be waived. Once any privacy interests are cleared then the entire range of

documents identilied above will be released to the press and interested

researchers. Given the considerable interest in this Matter the COPP hopes to

accomplish this release quickly.

5 Jeremy Johnson is an associate professor of political sciences employed at Carroll
College, Helena, Montana.
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I. The Montana Flver Proiect

Researchers at Stanford and Dartmouth carried out a large scale (by Montana

standards) election centered direct mail project (hereafter "Montana Flyer')

aimed at Montana voters in tlre 2014 Montana general election. The day of

election in Montana was November 4,2OI4.0 Stanford's response to the

Commissioner explains that "[b]etween October L7 and, 19, 2OI4, politicai

science researchers at Stanford University and Dartmouth College ...caused

lO2,78O postcard mailers [the Montana Flyer] to be sent to registered voters in

the State of Montana."T

The researchers' Montana Flyer project provided the Montana Flyer to certain

groups of Montana voters in a manner designed to trigger increased voting

responses, as would later by shown by an empirical analysis determining

whether or not voter turnout increased among those voters supplied with the

Flyer. The May 2Ol4 submission to the Dartmouth Institutional Review Board

by Kyle Dropp listed the purpose of the prototype New Hampshire Flyer project:

'[w]e aim to assess whether information provision has an effect among voters,

particularly among moderate, independent or unaffiliated voters."8 Professor

Jeremy Johnson, who reviewed the COPP information base in this Matter under

contract with the COPP, put it this way: "[tlhe design of the study entirely

revolved on how the flyers affected vote tallies." (Johnson Report, p. 2).

6 Montana voters could vote by mail ballot for 30 days before the day of election or they
could vote at a polling place on November 4, 2014.
7 The "postcard mailer" is the "Montana Flyer" accompanying this Decision.
I Dartmouth Professor Dropp took the prototype project through the Dartmouth IRB.
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A. The Institutional Review Board

Stanford and Dartmouth have, through their responses, acknowledged

Institutional responsibility for the project that produced and used the Montana

Flyer.e In turn, the Montana Flyer project had an impact on human beings as it

was mailed into the homes of IO2,78O Montana voters and it was designed to

affect voting in two 2014 Montana Supreme Court Justice races. This impact

was not inconsequential to Montanans. As Professor Johnson noted, "[t]he

outcome of a Supreme Court race is of great importance to the lives of the

candidates, voters and people of Montana." Johnson Report, p. 6.

The Commissioner determines that Montana Flyer project impacted the lives

of Montanans, through its impact on voting by IO2,7BO Montana voters. There

is a process by which Universities and Colleges are supposed to review or vet

Institutional studies that have an impact on human beings. This process, called

the Institutional Review Board (lRB) process, is defined by federal laws and

administered by agency located within the US Department of Health and Human

Services.lo

The IRB process, however, was improperly engaged by the Dartmouth

researcher and ignored completely by the Stanford researchers. Professor

Dropp, the Dartmouth researcher, submitted the prototype Flyer project (the

New Hampshire Flyer) to the Dartmouth IRB. The prototype New Hampshire

'r Stanford's Spatial Social Science l,ab provided funding for the Montana Flyer through
a grant it received from the Hewlett Foundation. (Dartmouth and Stanford responses).
The Montana Flyer was attributed as "[p]aid for by researchers at Stanford University
and Dartmouth College,616 Serra Street, Stanford, CA 94305."
m The "Offrce for Human Research Protection."
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Flyer differed substantially from the Montana Flyer as it did not involve use of a

State Seal and it involved fewer voters. Professor Dropp did not submit the

Montana Flyer for IRB approval: "Dropp [did not] seek or obtain IRB approval of

any research other than the [New Hampshire Flyer]." (Donin letter, p. 6).tt

Indifferent as Professor Dropp was to the Dartmouth IRB review, the

Stanford researchers were worse. The Stanford researchers. Professors Rodden

and Bonica, did not submit the Montana Flyer project to the Stanford IRB at all.

Stanford described that error as an "oversight" while admitting that "[t]he project

should have been brought to and considered by Stanford's IRB." (Stanford

Response to Q. 26).t2

Judging from the number of complaints received by COPP staff, Montanans

intuitively thought the Montana Flyer project was a flawed piece of election

activity. What is more) a number of Montana citizens who received the Flyer

spontaneously challenged the legitimacy of any vetting of the Flyer project by or

within the Institutions.13 With this in mind, the COPP engaged the services of

Professor Johnson (see FN 5). Professor Johnson was asked to examine and

comment on the application of the IRB process to the Montana Flyer Project.

rr The IRB exempt letter issued to Professor Dropp for the "initial [New Hampshire]
study", did not (and could not) apply to the Montana Flyer Project because it was based
on the premise that the study involved only "existing data." Existing data means the
study relied solely on public data such as voter turnout. The research involved in the
Montana Flyer Project did not rely solely on existing data (voter turnout) but instead
paired voter turnout in select precincts to the Montana Flyer mailing information known
only to the project researchers.
12 Nor is the Dartmouth IRB possibly applicable to Stanford as "[t]here was no
agreement between Stanford and Dartmouth regarding Dartmouth's IRB serving as the
'lRB of Record' for any research project.' (Donin letter, p. 8).
r3 One Montanan, a Helena medical doctor, went so far as to independently review the
published Dartmouth IRB procedures concluding that the Montana Flyer Project could
not have received leeitimate IRB approval.
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Professor Johnson affirmed the obvious: "[t]he researchers did not follow

proper procedure in vetting their study" (Johnson Report, page 1), pointing to

the several differences between the prototype New Hampshire Flyer Project and

the one conducted in Montana. Professor Johnson went on to point out that the

IRB process itself "is inadequate for questions associated with political research."

(Johnson Report, page 4). At a minimum, the Institutions assume responsibility

for the Montana Flyer as employer of the errant researchers and because, as

Professor Johnson points out: "[t]he fundamental problem with the IRB process

is the narrow focus on protecting the individual subject. Concerns about human

subjects in the aggregate often do not even occur to researchers, faculty and

staff involved in the IRB." (Johnson Report, page 4).

B. The Flyers Were Election Related Documents

The Montana Flyer Project caused lO2,78O postcard mailers or Flyers to

be sent to registered voters in the State of Montana. This amounted to

approximately I 5% of the 20 14 registered voters in the State of Montana. ra

Despite that massive effort aimed at voters: "[t]he researchers neither sought nor

received any opinions, memoranda, analysis or other advice concerning the

Montana Campaign Practice Act." (Dartmouth Response to Q. 19).

The complaint responses of Stanford and Dartmouth assert that such

election related caution was not necessary because the Montana Flyers simply

provided information to voters: "additional information"; uknow something more

about the candidates and their relative positions" (Stanford) and "providing

rt There were 674,264 registered Montana voters for the 2014 elections and 373,831 of
those registered voted in the 2014 elections. (Montana Secretary of State website)
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voters with information" (Dartmouth).1s It is noted that the Institutions do not

argue (and Montana iaw does not provide) an election expenditure exception for

academic research carried out in relation to an election. SeeS13-1-101(11) MCA.

Elections can be won by a single vote and the voting influence of an academic

research project on that vote has to be measured by the same law that applies to

any other election related "expenditure" under Montana law. And, again, the

Montana Flyer project was such an election related expenditure in that "[t]he

design of the study entirely revolved on how the flyers affected vote ta11ies."

(Johnson Report, p. 2).

II. The Montana Flver Project Examined Under Montana Law

As an election related document the content of the Montana Flyer

must be examined to determine whether it was: 1) An expenditure

affecting the election of a candidate; or,2) An expenditure made during a

candidate election, but servicing discussion of an issue, not the election

of the candidate. The Montana Flyer is one or the other; either-q44didglq

related or issue (informationl related.

If the Flyer serves an issue (information) purpose rather than

election of a candidate then it is something that, while election related, is

not candidate directed such that in 2Ol4 elections Montana law did not

15 The only "information" actually supplied by the Flyers was a line chart placing
Montana's 20 14 Supreme Court candidates on a "conservative to liberal" scale, as
measured by the national leaders of the Republican (conservative side) and Democratic
(liberal side) parties. The rest of the wording and images on the Flyer consisted of
exhortations to vote including labeling the Flyer as the "2O14 Montana General Election
Voter Information Guide" buttressed by a reproduction of the Great Seal of the State of
Montana, a nvoter's guide" button image and the admonition to "take this lvoter's guide]
to the polls!'
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require attribution, reporting and disclosure. If the Flyer was candidate

related then Montana law treated the costs of the Flyer as an allowed

independent expenditure in an election that must be attributed, reported

and disclosed. (See this Decision, below).

A. Issue Advocacy Versus Express Advocacv

Stanford and Dartmouth insist that the Montana Fiyer is

"information" or issue advocacy that does not require reporting or

disclosure under current Montana law.16 The nuances of constitutional

1aw require a discussion, and contrast of, "express advocacy''as part of

any discussion of issue advocacy.

Montana law determines that the Montana Flyer project is a

candidate related independent expenditure (as opposed to issue

advocacy) if it is a "...communication[s] expressly advocating the success

or defeat of a candidate.. .", ARM 44 .1O.323(31, emphasis added. 17 The

"express advocacy" phrase incorporated into Montana law through ARM

44.1O.323(31 originated from a 1976 decision of the US Supreme Court,

Buckleg u. Valeo, 424 U.5. | (19761. The phrase was intended as a

16 Montana's 2015 Iegislature passed SB 289, a new law that will require that issue
advocacy documents also be subject to reporting and disclosure if published rvithin 60
days of the start of voting.
r7 Montana's prohibition ol corporate independent expenditures (noiv repealed)
originated as a statute passed by Initiative in 1912. See annotations S13-35-227 MCA.
The "expressly advocating" language of the curent ARM 44.10.323(3) was added
through administrative rule hearings adopted and approved by Commissioners on
January 20, l9a6 and September 27, 1999. The Notice of Adoption for each such rule
change described the addition of the express advocacy words as being necessary to
adjust to the "state of law" brought about by litigation.
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measure of the allowed breadth of governmental regulation of political

speech.

This express advocacy standard has been applied through a series

of past Decisions by the COPP and by Montana courts.18 Sixteen years

ago this Office, through Commissioner Argenbright, first discussed the

differing constitutional standards measuring campaign practices 1aw

applicable to expenditures of candidates versus expenditures of

independent committees. See Harmon u. Citizens for Common Sense

Gouernment, decided December 3I, 1997. The express advocacy

standard has been revisited and applied in Decisions by succeeding

Commissioners. 19

Tlne Buckleg Court narrowly construed the federal statutory

definition of an election "expenditure" to app1y, for certain purposes,

"on1y to expenditures for communications that in express terms advocate

the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate for federal office."

Buckleg a| 44, emphasis added. The Buckley Court recognized tli.at

general discussions ofissues and candidates are dlstinguishable from

18 The judicial review u'as that of a state distdct court in westen't Tradition Partnership
v. Gallik, 1$ Judicial District, Lewis and Clark County, No. BDV-201O-112O' 2Ol1
Mont. Dist. LEXIS 83.
le This issue has been revisited by succeeding Commissioners: Mbhels u. Nelson'

decided July 31, 2001 (Commissioner Vaughey); Little u. Progressiue Missoula and
Hand.ler, decided July 22,2OO4 (Commissioner Vaughey); Close u. People for
Responsibte Gouernment, decided December 12, 2OOS (Commissioner Higgins); Keane u.

Montanans for True Democrat, decided April 2, 2008 (Commissioner UnsworthJ; Eickson
u. PRIDE,lnc., decided July 22, 2OO8 (Commissioner Unsworth); Roberts u. Giffin
decided November 19, 2OO9 (Commissioner Unsworth); Gragbilt u Western Tradition
Partnership, COPP-2O1O-CFP 0016 (Commissioner Unsworthl; Wittich u. Main Street
Aduocacg Fund, COPP-2Q10-CFP-0018 (Deputy Commissioner Dufrechou); and
Bonogofskg u. National Gun Ouner's Alliance, COPP-2OI3-CFP-0008 (Commissioner
Motl).
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more pointed exhortations to vote for or against particular persons. In a

footnote the Court listed examples, which have become known as the

"magic words" of express advocacy, including phrases such as "vote for,"

"elect," "support," "cast your ballot for," "vote against," "defeat," "reject,"

etc. Buckleu at 44, n. 52.

As measured by the "magic words" standard of Buckleg, the

Montana Flyer language does not constitute express advocacy. While the

Montana Flyer does not discuss any issue and instead discusses voting

and candidates, it also does not use any "magic words". The Buckleg

magic words standard, however, has been subjected to 37 years of

jurisprudence and it has since been refined by Court decisions,

administrative action and legislative acts. Express advocacy, while still

subject to rigorous analysis, is no longer measured by magic words but

by whether the communication is the "functional equivalent of express

advocac/.20

For the purposes of this Decision the Commissioner applies the

"functional equivalent of express advocacy'' and examines whether or not

the Montana Flyer communication (and therefore the expenditure) is

express advocacy based on the content of the Flyer communication. The

Montana Flyer at issue in this Matter is a two page, large post-card size

document. The content of the Montana Flyer is reviewed under the

2' For example, Commissioner Unsworth applied the "functional equivalent of express
advocacy" express advocacy legal standard in Gragbill u. western Tradition Partnership,
coPP-2010-cFP-0016.
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following standard: "a court should find that an ad [Flyer] is the

functional equivalent of express advocacy only if the ad [Flyer] is

susceptible ofno reasonable interpretation other than as an appeal to

vote for or against a specific candidate." Federal Election Comm'n u.

Wisconsin Right to Lik, 551 U.S. 449, 469-70 (2OO7l ("wRrln.

Chief Justice Roberts, writing for the majority, further applied the

functional equivalent test to WRTL's ads as follows:

Under this test, WRTL's three ads are plainly not the
functional equivalent of express advocacy. First, their
content is consistent with that of a genuine issue ad: the ads
focus on a legislative issue, take a position on the issue,
exhort the public to adopt that position, and urge the public
to contact public offrcials with respect to the matter.
Second, their content lacks indicia of express advocacy: the
ads do not mention an election, candidacy, political party, or
challenger; and they do not take a position on a candidate's
character, qua-lifications, or litness for office.

WRTL at 47O.

The Flyer is now examined for content under the above guidance and

legal authority.

l. The Montana Flver Is Not Genuine Issue Advocacv

Roberts first directs that the Montana Flyer be examined for the

issue content consistent "with that of a genuine issue ad". The only ad-

like "information" supplied by the Montana Flyer was a line graph

placing Montana's 2014 Supreme Court candidates on a "conservative to

liberal" graph, as measured by the national leaders of the Republican

(conservative side) and Democratic (liberal side) Parties.2r

2 L There is no mention of an actua-l issue anywhere in the Flyer.
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The Commissioner notes that the "conservative to liberal" line graph,

referenced to political leaders, was based on criteria developed by the

researchers themselves.22 Setting aside the question ofwhether or not

the self-determined ideological "information" even quaiified as issue

content, the Commissioner reviews the remaining words and images on

the Fiyer and determines that they consisted exclusively of exhortations

to vote including: labeling the Flyer as the "2014 Montana General

Election Voter Information Guide"; placement of a "Voters Guide" button

image; a reproduction of the Great Seal of the State of Montana; the

listing of the "Election Date: November 4,2014", the identification of the

two "Nonpartisan Supreme Court" elections; the listing of the two

competing candidates under each Supreme Court race; and the

exhortation to "Take this [Flyer] to the po11s!".

The Commissioner applies the "focus", "position", "exhort" and

"contact" considerations set out by Roberts in regard to issue

determination to the language and images of the Flyer as follows.

Findine of Fact No. 1: The language and images presented
by the Flyer do not direct the public to take a position on a
legislative issue or any issue. Instead the Flyer directs the
public to engage in candidate voting.

In addition to reading the Flyer for issue advocacy content, the

Commissioner may place the content of the Montana Flyer in the context

of use by a limited examination of background information. This is

allowed because while "contextual factors... should seldom play a

significant role in the inquiry," courts "need not ignore basic background

22 This differs from the usual issue advocacy ad that identifies and addresses a vote or
stand by the candidate on a specific issue.
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information that may be necessary to put an ad in context" , WRTL at

473-74.

The background information considered by the Commissioner is the

profile of Montana voters to whom the Flyer was mailed. Justice Roberts

notes that genuine issue ads "...focus on a legislative issue, take a

position on the issue, exhort the public to adopt that position, and urge

the public to contact public officials with respect to the matter..." (WRTL

at 47O).In contrast to a newspaper insertion aimed at the general public,

the Montana Flyer was mailed to "IO2,78O voters" selected by the

researchers to create control and variable liberal and conservative voting

blocks within certain selected Montana voting precincts. (Stanford

Response to Q.221.

Findine of Fact No. 2: The Montana Flyer was not
addressed to the general Montana public, but only to
certain select groups of Montana voters in the 2Ol4
general election.

With the above discussion and findings of fact in mind the Commissioner

makes the following sufficiency finding:

Sufficiencv Findins No. 1: The Commissioner determines
that there are insufficient facts, indeed no facts, that show
that the language and images set out in Flyer can be
construed as an issue advocacy document.

Having determined that the Montana Flyer is not an issue advocacy

document, the Commissioner next examines the Flyer as to express

advocacy.
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2. The Montana Flver is Express Advocacv

As set out above, the content of the Montana Flyer is exclusively

election related and candidate centered such that it cannot be an issue

advocacy document. Applying the WRTL test the Commissioner next

examines the document as whether or not the content is such that it is

express advocacy and therefore an election expenditure under $13-1-

101(11) MCA. Justice Roberts directs an examination of the "indicia of

express advocacy", including whether or not the Montana Flyer listed

"election, candidacy, political party or challenger" as well as "position on

a candidate's character, qualifications, or fitness for office".

The Montana Flyer titles itself as the "2014 Montana General

Election Voter Information Guide". The images on the Flyer include a

"Voters Guide" button image and a reproduction of Great Seal of the

State of Montana. The Flyer lists: the "Election Date: November 4,2014";

two "Nonpartisan Supreme Court" elections and the names of the two

competing candidates under each Supreme Court race. The Montana

Flyer lists the exhortation to "Take this [Flyer] to the polls!"'

Findine of Fact No. 3: The language and images presented
by the Montana Flyer, with the exception of the lack of the
word "challenger,, meet all of the "indicia of express
advocac/ standards set by IMRTI.

Again, the Commissioner may place the content in the context of use by

a limited examination of background information. The background

information considered by the Commissioner is the profile of Montana

voters to whom the Flyer was mailed.
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Stanford admits to a project design that mailed the Montana Flyer to

"102,780 (Montana) voters" (Stanford response to Q.22). Stanford

further admits that the Montana Flyer was sent by design to "64,265

likely liberal-leaning to centrist individuals' and "38,515 likely

conservative-leaning to centrist individuals." Id. The Dartmouth

response ties the liberal and conservative leanings to political party: "the

Flyers were directed to voters identified on the basis of demographic data

as likely to be more strongly Democratic/ liberal in heavily Democratic

precincts and Republican/ conservative in more strongly Republican

precincts." (Dartmouth Response to Q. 23.)

The Commissioner determines that the Montana Flyer was not

generally mailed to the public but targeted to 15% of Montana voters

located in precincts that the researchers identified as Democratic/ liberal

or Republican/ conservative. The Flyer content placed Supreme Court

candidates by name on the "liberal to conservative" scale, referenced by

the comparable ideological position of the best known partisan

candidates for each party. The Commissioner determines that this

targeted mailing and the placement of the candidates on the graph would

provide "information" that would cause Republican/conservatives or

Democrat/liberal voters to voter for the Supreme Court candidate aligned

with their ideological position.

The researchers explicitly recognized that the Montana Flyer could

cause such a partisan/ideological response by Montana voters. The

researchers mailed the Montana Flyer to more liberals then conservatives

because "...the researchers anticipated that turnout of liberal-leaning

individuals would be so much lower than that of conservative-leaning
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individuals ..." (Stanford response to Q. 23).23 Accordingly, the

researchers attempted to balance the number of increased liberal voters

with the number of increased conservative voters so as to limit any effect

"on the overall judicial election outcomes." gd./

From the perspective of a campaign regulator it seems incredibly

naive for any academician to assume his or her vote seeking document is

any different than the vote seeking document coming from any other

corporate entity.24 Even viewed solely from an academic perspective the

Montana Flyer approach was troublesome. As Professor Johnson put it

"...the most appalling aspect for many voters, the intent to manipulate

vote totals that could potentially change the outcome of an election, was

absent as a consideration in the process". (Johnson Report, p. 4). Based

on the above discussion the Commissioner makes the following finding of

fact:

Findine of Fact No. 4: The placement of the names of
Montana Supreme Court candidates on the "liberal to
conservative" graph referenced by the name of political party
leaders, as presented in the Montana Flyer, is an "indicia of
express advocac5/ under the standards set by WRTtr.

I The placement of names was aimed at securing votes
for the "Democratic/liberal" ranked candidate with
Democratic voters and at securing votes for the
"Republican/ conservative" ranked candidate with
Republican voters.

O Consistent with i) the Montana Flyer was mailed to
selected groups of Montana voters who were identified
by the researchers as either "Democratic / liberal" or
"Republican/ conservative."

2: Professor Johnson commented that "[t]he researchers' assumptions about liberal and
conservative turnout amounted to guesswork." (Johnson report, page 3).
2a Even more naive is the justification offered by the researchers that non-disclosed
research centered vote seeking by an academician is acceptable if the election is not
"closely contested" such that any voting changes brought about by the study "would not
change the outcome" of any election targeted by the study. (Stanford response to Q.
221.
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Having made Finding of Fact No. 4, the Commissioner considers

those facts as part ofa Sufficiency finding:

Sufficiencv Findine No. 2: The Commissioner determines
that there are sufficient facts to show that the language and
images set out in the Montana Flyer constitute 2014 election
related express advocacy by Stanford and Dartmouth, as
well as by Professors Kyle Dropp, Adam Bonica and
Jonathan Rodden. In particular, the Commissioner
determines that the Montana Flyer is susceptibie of no
reasonable interpretation other than as an appeal to vote for
or against a specific candidate.

In making this finding the Commissioner notes the firm contrary

positions of Stanford and Dartmouth, including their legal counsei.2s

Stanford's institutionai response argued that the Flyer was "purely

informational and explicitly nonpartisan." (Stanford Response, page 41.

Stanford further argued that the "liberal" to "conservative" scale set out

in the Flyer was not uadvocacy for or against any candidate." Id.

Dartmouth argued that the Flyer project was part of "an academic

research project" without "partisan purpose". (Dartmouth Response,

page 7\. Stanford's lawyers summarized this argument as the Flyer

"...cannot be interpreted as supporting or opposing any specific

candidate....leaving to the reader any interpretation of..." the information

contained in or the design of the Flyer. (Attorney letter, page 5).

Based on the findings above, the Commissioner explicitly rejects the

argument of the Institutions and their counsel. The Montana Flyer was

2s The Commissioner considers as well as the dismissal letter of the California Fair
Political Practices Commission regarding a California Flyer Project engaged in by the
same researchers.
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unquestionably election and candidate focused and it was

unquestionably focused on increasing voter turnout for a particular

candidate, as determined by the targeted mailing. In fact, the study

deliberately excluded ideologically "middle" precincts, focusing solely on

precincts with "a preponderance" of either liberal or conservative voters.

(Stanford Answer to Q. 23). Given this focus and the desire for increased

voting it is no wonder that the researchers juiced the Flyer by throwing

in the state seal, explicit directions to vote and placement of the

ideological position of candidates against the two of the most widely

known representatives of the Republican and Democratic parties.

UI. Failure to Register. Report and Disclose

Stanford and f or Dartmouth made the Montana Flyer expenditure in

a particular 2014 Montana election. The election was the 2OI4 general

election of two Justice positions to ttre Montana Supreme Court. Each of

the two Justice positions was contested with Justice Mike Wheat (the

incumbent) opposed by Justice candidate Lawrence VanDyke in one race

and Justice Jim Rice (the incumbent) opposed by Justice candidate W.

David Herbert in the second race. (Montana Secretary of State website).

Each of the four Justice candidates was listed by name in the Flyer

under the heading of "Nonpartisan Supreme Court Justice Race." (See

Flyer attached to this Decision).

The Commissioner has reviewed the information presented by the

Institutions and determines that there is no evidence that any of the four

McCulloch v. Stanford and Dartmouth
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candidates knew of or were involved in the Montana Flyer Project. The

Commissioner therefore determines that the Montana Flyer Project was

created and carried out independent ofany candidate. Because a

campaign expenditure was determined (See SF No. 2), the Montana Flyer

Project expenditure was an independent expenditure under Montana law.

144.1O.323 (3) ARMI. Under Montana law, the two Institutions may,

under their corporate structure, iegally make such an independent

expenditure of any amount in a Montana e1ection.26 However, as an

independent expenditure the Montana Flyer project costs must be

attributed, disclosed and reported as an election expense.2T

Montana law mandates an entity making an independent

expenditure, file as a political committee ("shal1 file") and report

independent election expenditures (EI3-37 -226(5) MCA). Montana law

further requires attribution on an independent expenditure

communication ("must clearly and conspicuously include the attribution

'paid for by'...) ($13-35-225(l) MCA). Further, Montana law requires

certain disclosures ("must disclose") as to contributions to (gI3-37 -229

MCA) and the cost of the communication (S13-37-230 MCA). Finally, a

:t An independent expenditure made by a corporate entity, including an academic
institution, may be made in any amount in any Montana election, including Ihe 2Ol4
Montana Supreme Court elections. Ameican Tradition Partnership u. Bultock, 1325.
Ct. I3O7, 181 L. Ed. 2d 1036 (2012). This notation is necessary because Montana law
has historically banned candidate election expenditures, including independent
expenditures, by a group operating as a corporation, such as Dartmouth or Stanford.
See S 13-35 227 MCA and see also the history of this law set out in Western Tradition
Partnership, Inc. u. State of Montana, 201 1 MT 328, 363 Mont. 220, 27 1 P. 3d 1 . See
further Gragbill u. WTP, COPP-2O 10-CFP-0016.
27 Reporting and disclosure of the costs must include the value of the time spend by the
researchers in taking the Montana Flyer through design into mailing to Montana voters.

Mcculloch v. Stanford and Dartmouth
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political committee, having filed, "must disclose" as to contributions

(SI3-37-229 MCA) and the amount of expenditure (913-37-230 MCA).

In accord with the above findines the Commissioner determines as

follows:

Findine of Fact No. 5: Stanford, Dartmouth and its
researchers did not register, report or disclose with the COPP
the value of the independent expenditures made in the 20 14
Montana Supreme Court Justice elections.

Sufficiencv Findins No. 3: The Commissioner determines that
there are suflicient facts to show that Stanford, Dartmouth
and/or its researchers violated Montana campaign practice
laws requiring registration, reporting and disclosure of
independent expenditures.

In making Sufficiency Finding No. 3 the Commissioner considered

whether the linding creates a constitutionally impermissible burden on

Stanford, Dartmouth and/or its researchers. The US Supreme Court, in

Citizens United, determined that independent campaign expenditures,

including those of a corporation, are protected election speech and

cannot be limited or prohibited in amount. The requirement of

disclosure and reporting of independent expenditures, however, does not

limit such speech but instead keep elections fairer by informing the

opposing candidate and the public as to who is making an election

expenditure. Consistent with this reasoning, Montana courts have ruled

that the liling and reporting requirements imposed by Montana law on

incidental political committees are constitutionally permissible as they

serve transparency and do not create such a heavy burden that they

Mcculloch v. Stanford and Dartmouth
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interfere with the First Amendment political speech rights of the speaker.

National Association for Gun Rights, Inc. u. Murry, et. al., CV-12-95-H-

DLC, (D. Mont. Sept. 17,20l3l.

IV. Additional Montana Campaign Practice Law

The complaint in this Matter listed four additional potential statutory

violations for consideration by the COPP. Those statutes are $13-35-

218(21, S13-35-235, S13-37-201, and 545-7-209 MCA.

The facts of this Matter as such that the Commissioner dismisses

claims under S 13-35-2 18(2) MCA [coercion of voters], S 13-35-235 MCA

[incorrect election procedure information], and $13-37-201 MCA

[compelling voter]. The Commissioner however refers $45-7-209 MCA,

impersonation of a public officer, to the County Attorney for review.

The referral of 545-7-209 MCA is based on the unauthorized use of

the Great Seal of the State of Montana as an enhancement to the

appearance of authority of the Flyer. The researchers, without

permission from Montana's Secretaqr State, placed the great seal of

Montana on each of the 1O2,780 Montana Flvers sent to Montana voters.

Montana voters were outraged at this presumptive use and the Montana

Secretary of State, the keeper of the seal, filed a complaint with the COPP

alleging a breach of $45-7-209 MCA.

The Secretar5r of the State of Montana is assigned two duties by

Montana's Constitution. The Secretary of State shall the "maintain

official records" and "keep the great seal" of the State of Montana. Art.

McCulloch v. Stanford and Dartmouth
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VI, S4(3) Montana Constitution. Provision of the great seal is a required

part of a showing of authenticity of documents filed with the State of

Montana. For example, see $35- 1- 13 I 1 MCA.

The impersonation statute has been applied to instances where a

badge bearing the Great Seal ofa state has been used by a person falsely

claiming to be a police officer. State of Hau-tai'I u. Gonsalueg 2013 Haw.

App. Lexis 32. Montana has similarly used its impersonation statute

(S45-7-209 MCA) to bring charges against a person who was dressed like

a police officer and carrying a badge in his pocket. State u. BarJonah,

324 Mont278 (2OO4l.

Montana's election laws set out in Title 13 are intended "to

supplement and not supersede the provisions of the Montana Criminal

Code." S13-35-101(1) MCA. Accordingly, a violation of 545-7-209 MCA

may be considered independently by a County Attorney under the

authority of Title 45, MCA.

ENFORCEMENT OF SUFFICIENCY FINDINGS

The Commissioner has limited discretion when making the

determination as to an unlawful campaign practice. First, the

Commissioner cannot avoid, but must act on, an alleged campaign

practice violation as the law mandates that the Commissioner ("shall

investigate," see, S l3-37- 1 1 1(2)(a) MCA) investigate any alleged violation

of campaign practices law. The mandate to investigate is followed by a

mandate to take action as the law requires that if there is "sufficient

McCulloch v. Stanford and Dartmouth
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evidence" of a violation the Commissioner must ("shall notiff', see 913-

37-124 MCA) initiate consideration for prosecution.

Second, having been charged to make a decision, the

Commissioner must follow substantive law applicable to a particular

campaign practice decision. This Commissioner, having been charged to

investigate and decide, hereby determines that there is sufficient

evidence, as set out in this Decision, to show that Stanford, Dartmouth

and/or Professors Kyle Dropp (Dartmouth); Jonathan Rodden (Stanford)

and Adam Bonica (Stanford) have, as a matter of law, violated Montana's

campaign practice laws, including, but not limited to 513-37-226 MCA

and all associated ARMs. Having determined that sufficient evidence of a

campaign practice violation exists, the next step is to determine whether

there are circumstances or explanations that may affect prosecution of

the violation and/or the amount of the fine.

The failure to register, report and disclose was due to oversight

or a mistaken assumption of law. Excusable neglect cannot be applied

to oversight or mistaken assumptions of law. See discussion of

excusable neglect principles in Matters of Vincent, Nos. COPP-2O1S-CFP-

006 and O09.

Likewise independent expenditures are emerging as an

important component of spending in candidate races such that issues

dealing with independent expenditures, particularly when affecting the

number of voters as in this Matter, cannot be excused as de minimis.

McCulloch v. Stanford and Dartmouth
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See discussion of de minimis principles in Matters of Vincent, Nos. COPP-

2013-CFP-006 and 009.

Because there is a finding of violation and a determination that

de minimis and excusable neglect theories are not applicable,

civil/criminal prosecution and/or a civil fine is justified (See S13-37-124

MCA). The Commissioner hereby, through this decision, issues a

"sufficient evidence" Finding and Decision justif ing civil prosecution

under $ 13-37 -124 MCA. Because of the nature of violations (the failure

to register, report and disclose occurred in Lewis and Clark County) this

matter is referred to the County Attorney of Lewis and Clark County for

his consideration as to prosecution. gl3-37 -124(1) MCA. Should the

County Attorney waive the right to prosecute (SI3-37 -124(2) MCA) or fail

to prosecute within 30 days ($13-37-124(1) MCA) this Matter returns to

this Commissioner for possible prosecution. Id.

Most of the Matters decided by a Commissioner and referred to

the County Attorney are waived back to the Commissioner for his further

consideration. Assuming that this Matter is waived back, the Finding

and Decision in this Matter does not necessarily lead to civil or criminal

prosecution as the Commissioner has discretion ("may then initiate" See

Sl3-37 - 124(1) MCA) in regard to a legal action. Instead, most of the

Matters decided by a Commissioner are resolved by payment of a

negotiated fine. In the event that a fine is not negotiated and the Matter

resolved, the Commissioner retains statutory authority to bring a

McCulloch v. Stanford and Dartmouth
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complaint in district court against any person who intentionally or

negligently violates any requirement of law, including those of S 13-37-

226 MCA. (See 13-37-128 MCA). Full due process is provided to the

alleged violator because the district court will consider the matter de

nouo.

At the point this Matter is returned to the COPP for negotiation

of the fine or for litigation, mitigation principles will be considered. See

discussion of mitigation principles rn Matters of Vincent, Nos. COPP-

2013-CFP-006 and OO9. The Commissioner notes that both Institutions

have already demonstrated cooperation in the following manner:

1. Both Institutions, through legal counsel, fully addressed and

answered 27 questions posed by the COPP.

2. Both Institutions (Stanford in particular, through its general

counsel Debra Zumwalt) showed remarkable cooperation and

willingness to address Montana Voters concerns through the

issuance of the pre-election apologr letter accompanying this

Decision.

The Commissioner further directs the Institutions to register as an

incidental political committee and disclose the campaign expenditure

discussed in this Matter. The extent of cooperation, and the costs of pre-

election letter underwritten by Stanford, will be recognized factors

supporting mitigation.

Finally, to the extent legally necessary the Commissioner

McCulloch v. Stanford and Dartmouth
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independently endorses to the Lewis and Clark County Attorney the

complaint of the Montana Secreta-ry of State in regard to whether the

unauthorized use of the Great Seal of Montana by Professors Dropp,

Rodden and Bonica violates S45-7-209 MCA.

DATED this l ltrl day of May, 2015.

Jonathan R. Motl
Commissioner of Political Practices
Of the State of Montana
P. O. Box 2O24OL
1205 8tr' Avenue
Helena, MT 59620
Phone: (4061-444-4622

c
Counsel for
Stanford
Dartmouth
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Dartmouth @stanford
October 28, 2014

An open letter to tte voters and citlzens ofMontana

On behalfof Stanford and Dartmouth universities, we sincerely apologize for the confusion and
concern caused by an election mailer recently sent as part ofan academic research study. It
should have been much more clearly presented as the research tool it was intended to be,

leaving no ambiguity about its purpose or origin. We recognize that the purpose ofelections is

to enable our democratic systems to operate, and that no research study should risk disrupting
an election. lVe genuinely regret tbat lt was sent a|rd we ask Montana votcrs to ignore the
mailer.

The informational mailer was part ofan independent study by political science professors to
determine whethel voters who are given more information are more likely to vote. The mailer
was not affiliated with any political party, candidate or organization, and was not intended to
influence any race. The mailer was in no way affiliated with or approved by the State of
Montana, and we are very sorry that it created the impression that it was.

The mailer included a graph that ranked judicial candidates in a nonpartisan race on a scale

from liberal to conservative, That ranking was not based on the candidat€s' decisions or public

positions, instead itrelied upon public information about who had donated to each ofthe
-ampaigns. 

Unfortunately, even though the mailer contained a statement that it "is non-

partisan and does not endorse any candidate or party," many people felt that the graph

appeared to create a partisan alignment ofthe candidat€s. That was certainly not the intenL

Both ofour campuses are investigating all aspects of the matter, including whether Stanford

and Dartnouth iesearch rules and sandards have been appropriately followed. we are also

firlly cooperating with the inquiry being undertaken by election officials in the State of
tr,tontana. We do know that the r;search proposal was not submitted to Stanford's Insdtutional

Review Board for approval, which is a clear violation ofuniversity poliry'

We are sorry that this mailer has been disconcerting and disruptive to many Montanans, We

take very seriously our responsibility to conduct research and provlde education tlrat

contributes to, but does not hinder, an informed citizenry'

Sincerely,

Ttl- 'll^,a
Philip Hanlon
President
Dartmouth College

cc: Linda McCulloch, Montana Secretary of State

Jonathan Motl, Montana Commissioner of Political Practices

6-' \2 IVfr- L.llt+'*t-Y.[/-- o
lohn HennessY
President
Stanford UniversitY



To: The Commissioner of Political Practices of the State of Montana
From: Jeremy B. Jobnsoq Ph.D.

Associatc Prof€ssor
Deparment of Political Science and lntemational Relations, Carroll College

Date: April 13,2015
Subject: McCulloch v. Stanford and Dmtmouth

The Commissioner of Political Practiccs of the State of Montang Jonathan Motl,
asked me to examine and comment on the vening ofa study conducted by researchers at
Dartnouth College and Stanford Univenity involving flyers sent to 102,780 MonUna
voters identified on the basis ofpartisan and ideological characteristics, r I reached the
conclusion that the researchen did not follow ploper IRB procedures. The main focus of
my remarks here, however, is to highlight larger problems with vetting processes for
rcsearch. In particular, the lack ofprotcction for the community and lack of concem for
maintaining the integrity ofinstitutions and elections is distessing. The lack of interest in
considering these values leads me to also conclude that even if the researchem had
scrupulously followed all appropriate procedures it is likely that the Dartnouth IRB
would have approvcd a study of sending llyen designed to inlluenoe vote tallies in
Montana

I. The Reserrcbcn and the IRB

The researchen did not follow proper procedue in vetting their study. Every
college and university has somewhat different procedures in stnrcturing thc IRB process;
however, it seems clear that the researchers made a number of mistakes according to any
reasonable standard for vetting. Somc ofthe most sigrdfioant lapses included never
submitting the Montana (and Califomia) study for approval to any IRB Board. One
researcher submitted a proposed study about "infomration and extremism in U.S. Primary
elections" involving the 2014 primary in the First Congressional Disniot of New
Hampshire for approval to the Dartmouth IRB with no mention of Montaru. The scope
of the Montana study differed markedly from the New ltampstrire study. The shted
purpose of the New Harnpshirc shrdy was to explain whether giving information on a
flyer using a scale rrarking the c€ndidates' ideologr would "have an effect among voters,
particularly among moderate, independen! or unaffiliated vote6." ln contast, the
Montana study excluded 'moderate' precincts and involved a general, and not primary,
election. The researchers also failed to submit a mockup flyer that included notice of the
placement ofthe Grear Seal that was included in the final versions ofthc flyer.

II. The Research Design of the Mrintrnr Study

According to Sunford University, the researchcrs thought the Montanajudicial
races attractiv€ for study because the same candidates were on tbe prirnary ballot in both
the June primary and the November general election. First, this provided a 'baseline' for
the study and "second, neither ju{icial race hgd b€en closely contested in the primary.

rI retain ownenhip of $is rc?ort to the Commissioncr of Politic.l Pmclicrs. The views clgrcsscd in lhis
document are my own and I am in tro way acttrg 0s 6 rcPr€s€ntative ofCarroll College.
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9"$6 o1 s1 melysis of the 2014 primary election results in the context of previous
Montana judicial elections, the researchers determined that the research study as designed
would not change the outcome ofeither contest." Flyers were sent to 64,265 voters
identified as likely liberal to centrist leaning in Democratic leaning precincts and 39,515
voters identified as conservativ€ to centrist in Republican leaning prccincts.2 The
researchers justified the disparity between Democratic and Republican nurnbers on
gourds that they aoticipated tumout to be significantly lower among Dernocratic voters.
Those receiving the flyers were the treatment group for the study, ln addition according
to a researcher email a contol group of approximately 58,0@ liberal to centrist identified
voters in the Democratic leaning precincls and approximately 40,000 conservative to
centrist voters in Republican precincts were not sent the flyer. The treatnrent and control
gloups were randomly selected. The researchers planned to evaluate whether voters in the
heatuent pr€cincts voted in greater numben for the two judicial raccs than voters who
Iived in the confol precincts,

If voters in Ueatrrent precincts voted in greater numben for down-ballot judicial
races than voters in control precincts the researchers would infer that greater rccess to
partisan and ideological identi$ing information contibuted to higher voter participation
for down-ballot non-partisan elections. Conversely, ifvoters in the heatment precincts
did not vote for down-ballot judicial rates in higher numberr than those in the control
precincts than the researchers would infer that additional partisan and ideological
identifoing information does not contribute to $Eater voter participation in non-partisan
elections. Stanford and Dartmouth summarized the purpose ofthe research in terms
similar to nine. According to Dartnouth: "The focus of the study was to measur€
whether providing thc information in the Flyer had an identifiable impact on voter
participation, as measured by voter tumout and voter rolloffin precincts that did and did
not receive tbe Flyer." According to Stanford: "the researchers wished to ascertain
whether there was a difference in electoral participation between the preoincts that
received the mailer and those that did not." To succinctly state the key issue: The design
of the study entirely revolved arcund how the flyers afected vote tallies.

The researchers likely planned to employ statistical methods to analyze whether
ballot rolloff between the teatuent and control precincts could be characterized as
"statistically significant." The resealchers anticipated that voting would be higher for the
judicial races in tlrc tr€aunent precincts compared to the contol precincts because the
voterr r€ad and digested idormation ftom thc flyen. It is unlikely thar the rescarchers
wonld spend tlqe time and effort in designing a study with the anticipation that it would
have no effect.' Further, Stanford in its responses indicared that the researchers were

2 A Sunford rtscarcher characterized the division as 64,265 votcrs identified as 'Democratic leaning in
Dern areas" and 38,515 votsrs idrntified as "COP lcrning in GOP areas." ln emails thc researchers
refcned sending $e fl)rsrs to D€mocratic precincts with "mcan cbrity scor€s" of55 ond above aad volcrs
in thosc pr€cincts wi6 scorcs ovcr 50. The flyen were sent to Republican pr€cincB wirh'mcan clsrity
scores" of40 and under and voten in those prccincts who scor€d under 50- The scorc of50 is to be
understood os the score without a partisan lean wilb alc€nding scores becoming more Dcmocratic and
desconding scorcs becoming rnore Rcpublican.
I In a study involving 8 total of l80,000 Michig|n votcrs (both €ontol and trcafncnt groups) othcr
rcscarchen found that fl)ers do inqras€ tumout. S€€ Garbcr, Alan S., Donald P, Green and Chrbtopher
W. Lsrmicr. 'Socisl hessure and Votef, Turnour Eyidence tom a Large-Scale Field Expcrimcnt.
Americat Political Science Review,Yol. 102: Febru.ry 200E, pp. 3348.
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aware that their study could influenc€ vote tallies when rralcing the case selection. The
analytic lcverage that would allow researchcrs to draw conclusions was precis€ly how the
flyen influenced voter participation for the down-ballot judicial elec.tions. The
rese€rchers probably planned to use the data from this field experiment to write an
article(s) they would submit for peer-review at a quality joumal. Publishing articles in
such joumals is imperative for faculty in ordcr to receive tenure and promotion.

Problems abounded with the researchers' assumptions whcn designing the study.
The common thread connecting these enors was the lack ofregard for the broader
comnunity. The researchers presuned that n rnout would be signifcantly lower anong
Democratic leaning voters than those likely to vote Republican" Thcrpfore, they scnt the
flyers to more Democratic than Republican lsening voten to achieve balance. The
researchcrs' assumptions about Democratic and Republican tumout firounted to
guesswork. They oould not predict with accuracy what percentage of voters receiving the
flyer would vote in the election because the dynamics of American elections are in
constant motion making all predictions about tumout in upcoming elections tentative in
nature, Further, there is no way for the researchers to know the m'ilers actually went to
Republican or Democratic leaning individuals. Publicly available information is fallible
and there are definite mistakes in how such predictive data classifies voters (thank
goodness for those who belicve in the sanctity ofthe secret ballot!). There is no rcason I
know ofto assume that mistakes in identi$ing voters' partisan proclivities cancel each
other out.

The researchers presumed that the winners ofthe primary, incumbent Justices Jim
Rice and Mike Wheat, would win in November. They thought that that no matter how
much their study inJluenoed vote totals there was no risk of ohanging the outcome of tlrc
general election because ofthe lopsided primary results. The rcsearchers sent their
mailings out in mid October and s€emed unaware that one race, the contest between
Wheat and Lawrence VanDyke, had developed into a subject for investigative reporting
and that conservative and Republican Party groups from outside Montana decided to
invest large sums in the race in the hope of electing VanDyke, Acrording to the
Associated Press outside conservative groups eventually spent about $1.36 millign 6n 1t"
race.' In a state where advertising is cheap in" Wg" ioii o of money propelled this race
into one ofthe state's marquee races, particularly since the race for the U.S. Senate was
not perceived as competitive. When the researchers sent a flyer showing Wheat sligbtly
to thc right of Barack Obanra and VanDyke slightly to tlre right of Mitt Romney they had
injected themselves into the already heated contest about defining the candidates,
ideology. If the researchers had looked at what was at stake for the voters ad made an
effort to rcad thc Montana press or contaot individuals wirhin the state for perspective,
the would have realized the general eleotion race was not a repcat ofthe Jrme primary.

' AdarN, John, 'Montana SuprBme Court VanDykc tokes the spotlighf' The Gz ed Falls ?libune,
Sepambcr lE, 2014; Adans, Jobn. "Supremc candirhtes square offin Missoula" Scptemb€r 24, 2014;
Johnsoq Charles. '38 Party Monoy Coming into Supreme Coun Race." dillizgs Cazene, @obcr 7 , 20l4t
Billings Guelte;'Montana Suprcme Court Rrc€ Takes on Partisan Edge." &r/rhgs Geeue, @DW n,
2014: Dewan, Shaila" "Montam Judicial Racc Joins Big-Money Fr3y," TIE Nen, Yorh Timar Novembef 2,
2014;AssociatedPress.'Outsid€spendingTopr$l.3millioninMontanaCourtRzcc";TheGrcaFalls
I4Drirc, Novcmber 28, 2014; Dcnnison, Mike. "At least $l.5 Million spcnt of Wh€at-YanDykc Race." fre
Missoula Missoulian, November 26, 20 | 4.
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IIL Thc Flewed Approval Proccss

The structure of the IRB process is inadcquate for questions associated witlt
political research. Ifthe researchers had attentively followed all IRB procedures, the
Dartsnouth IRB would likely have approved scnding the flyers to Montana voters.
Further, while the proj€ct never went through the IRB process at other colleges and
universities, it is probable thar some form ofthe flyer would have passcd mustcr at ma[y
places. The funclamental problem with the IRB process is the narrow focus on protecting
the individual subject. Concerns about human subjects in the aggregate often do not even
ocrur to r€searchers, faculty, and staff involved in the IRB. The Dartmouth IRB agreed
with the application from one researcher that the risk of harm to an hdividual voter was
minimal. It seemed obvious to Darhouth that receiving a flyer in the mail marking how
candidates aligr ideologically with major political figures on a scale for a non-partisan
primary was benign. Thus, tbe most appalling aspect for many voters, the intent to
menipulate vote totals that could potentially change the outcome ofan election, was
absent as a consideration in the process."

The questions posed by the Dartmouth IRB fooused narrowly on individual
human subjects, Many of the questions are appropriate for biome.dical research but
irrelevant for political study." The three broader considerations that the Darmouth IRB
used in making its determination derive from the Belmont Report stressing respect for
persons, benefice, and justice. According to the response filed with the Commissioner of
Political hactices on this basis the only mistake the Dartmouth IRB made when
considering the submitted proposal, in retrospect, was not to insist on including the narne
and contact ofthe principal investigator and a brief statement ofthe purpose ofthe
research on the flyer.

To underscore the point that ethical questions about the community were outside
the scope of what concerned the Dartnouth IRB is the fact that rescarchers afforded
Montanans more prorcction than they originally so4ht for the New Hampshire study.
The Dartnouth researclrcr wrote in the IRB application, "We do not plan on informing
respondents that they are participants in an academic, educational study. We view this
study as having minimal risk to thc participants." The Darhnouth IRB raised no
objections.

The notorious Tuskege€ syphilis experimeat, a clinical sndy of Atican-Amedcan
male sharccroppers in Alabana affected with syphilis conducted by the U,S, Public
Heath Department between 1932 nd 1972, raised awareness that human zubjects needed
protection. The experiment continued even after the discovery ofpenicillin in 1947 fot
another 25 years. Scientists withheld penicillin and the syahilis diagnosis from
panicipants instead of closing the study. The ethical standards articulated by the Belmont

r Contibuting to the lack ofacadcnic concem is the precedent for feld experiments ofsending masses of
flyers to voEt!. A difrcrcnce between the study of Michigan votcrs citcd in footnote number 3 and the
Montans flyer projcct is that the Michigrn study avoidcd rcferencing candidates and prtisur issues and
instead thc flyers trppcd into sentiments ofvoting a8 I civic duty. S€e Gerber, Alan S., Donald P. Gr€en
and Christopher W. Larmicr. "Social Presswe and Voter Twnout Bvidence from a Large-Scale Field
Expcriment. Amsican Poliricol Scierne Reviev,Yol, 102: February 2008, pp. 3348.
u e partid list ofqucations inclded in lhc survey inquircd whether thc researchers wcrc using an

'unapprovcd drug or biologic?"h food or di€tary 3uPplcmcnf, " a humanilarian use d€vic€?" or *i5 tbis a
clinical ti6l?"
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Report md the establishment of the Ofrce for Human Research Protection which
implements rcgulations for Intemal Review Boards are meant to prcvent such research
abuses.'

The problem for political scientists is that this vetting process remains narowly
tether€d to its original purpose rather rhFn evolving to appropriately address relat€d issues
involving human subjects in additional fields of study now subsumed by thc IRB
regulations, The process as curreutly constituted is not useful for the researoh conducted
by many political scientists. Many colleges such as Dartmouth use only one form across
disciplines. Thc narrowness creales an rmwieldy system that attmpts to shoehom the
shrdy ofpolitics within the confines of how Uaditional scientists and those invotved in
biomedical rcsearch study human subjects, Most notably considerations of the
community, institutions, and group activities are given short shrift, Philosophical
perspectives vary; however, many value humanity in the aggregate as worthy ofequal, or
geatcr, corBideration than on the level ofthe individual.

For political scicntists the IRB proccss too often is not a tool that spurs reflection
and consideration about the implications ofresearch using human subjects but rather
becomes viewed as an irritant hindering inquiry. Too often the IRB process is simply .red

tape' stifling the ability of researchers to interview public figures and elit€s, undercuts the
ability of students to make public pres€ntation ofresearch, and consumes time by making
inelevant demands upon researchers. The outcome cam be cormter-productive.
completing the approval process for the IRB may produce comptacency and a false sense
of security for researchers. They may reflect no further on ethioal considerations because
the IRB has given its imprimatur.

Rcscarch is an essential academic undertaking and or4ht to be encouraged. I am
not calling for reviews that consume even greater amounts of time, we need to be smarter
and move away from the biomedical model when app,ropriate. I suggest colleges and
universities need to revisit the leport filed in 2000 by the American Association of
Universities Professon on how to modift the IRB process for research for political
soience and related disciplines as a starting point for such discussions.s ThJ cumbersome
system cunently in place is inadequate lot g[s tqsk at hand.

IV. Why We Should Cere

News stories appeared on the fiont pages ofnewspapers in Montana and provoked
ouEage and conspiracy theories after the flyers were sent. Darunouth and Stanford
responded in a lettcr sigred by their respective presidents expressing contrition to the
voters who rcceived the flyers. The presidents wroie, *We recognize that the purpose of
clections is to enable our democratic syslems to operate, and that no research study
should risk disupting an election. We geuuinely regret that it war sent end we esk
Montrnr voters to ignore the mailer [Boldface in the original]." However, the response
from Stanford University to Commissioner Motl on December 18, 2014 adopted a

' See the "Final r€port ofthe Syphilis Study lrgaoy CommittcHv{Ey 20, 1996."
htg://exhibits. h6l.vLginiaedu/badblood/reporV.
' Amcrican AaBociition ofuniversity Profeesors. 'Institutional Roview Bosrds and Social Scienc€
R$€arch." 2000. Accessed at www.saup.orgy'reporuinstitutional-r€view-boards-and-social-science-

resaarch.
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contrasting tone. This response stated, "the use of the seal was a mistake, and was the
primary reason why Sranford agreed with your office to mail the apology letter."e
Apparently, Stanford, even after the public backlash, may not actually believe that a
research study designed to influence vote tallies-which is the essence of disrupting an
election--is particularly problematic. The response exemplifies why we should care and
re-evaluate how we think of human subjects.

The outcome of a Supreme Court race is of great importance to the lives of the
candidates, voters, and people of Montana. It has ramifications for decisions regarding
the constilutionality of laws, who chairs (and usually is the pivotal vote) on the legislative
redistricting comrnission, and decisions the Supreme court makes for criminal and civil
appeals.'" None ofthese impacts are trivial.

There is a vast gu.lfseparating activists with a genuine and substantive interest in
the outcome ofan election and academics who design a research study aiming to
inJluence vote tallies for the sake ofstudying the effects ofinfluencing vote tallies. The
activists are working within the framework ofwhy elections and democratic processes
exist in the first place. The researchers, however, are operating outside this framework.
They are willing to risk changing the outcome ofan election for the sake ofan academic
study seeking to better understand the voting behavior they deem worthy ofstudy.

The myopia demonstrated by the researchers, the Dartmouth IRB, and the
Stanford University response is emblematic ofhow academics have fallen short in
showing respect for the communities and institutions they study. We need to confront the
challenge by acknowledging that human interactions in the aggregate are as worthy to
protect as individual subjects.

' The response from Stanford dated December I E, 2014 states that the letter apologizes for the use ofthe
Great Seal ofMontana. However, in actuality the letter makes no explicit reference to the Great Seal of
Montana.
r0 The redistricting commission includes two Democrats, two Republicans, and a chair. When Republicans
and Democrats do not reach consensus on the chair the Montana Supreme Coun makes the decision.


